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Apr 07, 2017 Prasad BSV appreciated it I remember reading this book for many years back when a friend gave me a copy with high recommendations. After an unplanned and brief first visit to Banara earlier this year, I realized that I really did not know very little about the big city, although I spent days browsing the internet before the visit. I received this book and several others on
my return, and so far I have read most of them carefully, making copious notes. This review is the result of this close - at the same time, and I remember reading this book many years back when a friend gave me a copy with high recommendations. After an unplanned and brief first visit to Banara earlier this year, I realized that I really did not know very little about the big city,
although I spent days browsing the internet before the visit. I received this book and several others on my return, and so far I have read most of them carefully, making copious notes. This review is the result of this close to - simultaneously and detailed reading of several well-researched and remarkable books. The first thing that strikes the reader is for this book is the meticulous
research that has entered it and the sincerity with it is presented in the book. This makes it a very important basic resource to go for the serious tourist, although it does not seem to have been revised after the first seal (1983). However, for serious Indian readers, many inaccuracies and incorrect or untenable premises significantly reduce the value of the book. I listed a few to
illustrate the problem: - Rudram claims to be part of The Bramana Chapata (page 69)! In fact, Rudram consists of the 5th and 7th Prapatakaka of the 4th Kanda for the titria that recited the Black Yaju Veda (I'm less sure where it meets in the White Yahwer Veda). Some hymns are repeated in Shwetashwara Upanishad.-It was sultan Razia who built the Razia Bibi Mosque in Chok
on the supposed site of the original Lakshmi Vilasa temple (pp 132). In fact, the mosque had to be built by Princess Razyana of Janpur to hide the restoration of the temple.- Jaganna Panditaraya was patronized by Shah Jahan and Dara Shikoch (pp 217). In fact, the original patron saint of the Jagan is Asaf Khan, uncle of Noorjahan, the chief queen of Jahangir. He was in the
court of Jahangir and moved from his court soon after the death of the latter (please see my blog HTTP://bsvprasad.wordpress.com for a post in Jagannatha and his works) The book is a clear result of an academic research project, and this shows. Although the author says he is close enough to the Hindu tradition to see its religious significance in the foreword (pp xiii), several
incorrect, controversial, even unimaginable conclusions have drawn bacause of perception of assumptions academic points of view, such as the theory of arithmetic invasion (AIT). A few examples: Faith on page 100. The birges of Banara are Yaksha, whereas they are quite clearly stone heroes (Viragals) of great antiquity- non-arikes deities (Ganesha, Hanuman, nearby, etc.) can
be identified as part of animals and from the fur of verlion they receive (pp 200 and elsewhere)! This is very controversial and very difficult to prove; I know that the fur of vermillion is common to all deities that are Rudras.- The assumption that the worship of the sun was borrowed from Zoroistrianism in the first centuries of CE (p. 76). The 12 solar deities called Aditias are ancient
Vedic deities. They are considered aspects of Ishnu/Narayana, Maintenance. The concept that Narayana is located in the center of the sun is familiar to all Hindus and is cited as a belief in daily rituals such as Sandhyavandana by the god.- The theory that Dikpalakasi as Indra and Annie were pushed into the corners by later Hindu thoughts (pp 295). This is an untenable premise;
Dickpalaka is as important as ever. This is confirmed by the standard Puja process, which includes an invitation for all Dikpalakas and offers them papahari before the beginning of the pilgrimage itself. However, this does not reduce the value of the huge amount of information carefully collected and systematically presented. The sincerity and sense of the subject are undeniable.
Anecdotal parts and quotes from traditional texts (such as Kashi Kanda) are presented with great feeling and lyricism. The book contains some of the best clarifications of Advaita Vedanta and the Indian culture and attitudes I read everywhere. The author was also happy to attend the lectures of the great Karpatri Svammy.All this makes it all the more intriguing that the book has
not been revised in any way since the first seal in 1983; Quite clearly, this is a successful book that has gone through numerous reprints. The absence of tlado also reduces its value to some extent for tourists. Most of the photos have a 1970s look. The confirmation section does not spell out the name of the first recognized (p. 407) and has never been corrected in all these years!
... Diana L. ECK is also professor of comparative religion and Indian studies and director of the Pluralism Project at Harvard University. She is the author of many books, including Dar'san: Seeing the Divine Image in India and the Editor of Common Places: World Religions in America, a multimedia CD, both published by Columbia. Banaras: City of Light First EditionAuthorDiana L.
EckcountryUnion of State and State InstitutionsDegradationVaranasiPublic HistoryPost A. KnopfPublication date1982Post1982Pages427ISBN978-0231114479 Banaras: The City of Light is a 1982 book about the local history of Diana Varanasi by L.Eck. Answer A scholar review said that the book is an introduction to Varanasi, and a Hindu religious tradition, and the general
concept of sacred geography. One reviewer of the books says that the text is valuable for collecting and a huge amount of information. [2] This reviewer, who is Indian, also said that while non-Indians will not notice, there are some statements that stand out as inaccurate or assumptions about an Indian point of view. [2] Wilson Quarterly says that the book is a history of India aimed
at Western readers who will need descriptions of the Native Americans. A Washington Post reviewer says the author's goal in the book is to impress readers in Banaras still respect the stories of antiquity and connect them to the places they have revered for centuries. [4] Kirkus Reviews say that the book is scholarly and rich in information, but it can be striking for someone who is
only curious. [5] Following the release of Eck's India 2013: Sacred Geography, one reviewer noted that in this later book, Eck gave examples and summarized about ideas that Eck shared in the earlier book, Eck. [6] In 2014, from scholar essays, Banaras returned: Squeezed into the City of Light, got his name from the book Eck. [7] The reviewer for this book notes that the
European Commission study is an entry point for a generation of scientists in India and that many of the essays in this new book cite Eck's book in their bibliographers. [7] References ^ Kinsley, David (1983). Light canopy in the city of light. History of religions. 23 (1): 92–94. 1062322. April 11, 2017. Banyaras: City of Light – Diana L. Ek. BsV Prasad's blog.
^1000000000000000000000000000000000 Wilson Centerley. 8 (winter): 159. 1984. ^ Ross, Nancy Wilson (May 30, 1982). A sacred city on the banks of the Ganges. The Washington Post. Reviews from Kirk. 8 April 1982 1 May 2013 India of pilgrims. Frontline. ↑ 1,1000- 1999. Banaras has come to life: Sprouts lead to the city of light, depicted by Iston Keul. Asian Theatre Nick. 33
(1): 230–232. Doi:10.1353/atj.2016.0005. Derived from the Sacred City of Banaras on the Ganges River is one of the oldest living cities in the world - such as Jerusalem, Athens and Beijing. It says that Shiva, the Lord of All, has made his permanent home since the dawn of creation. There are several cities in India as traditionally Hindu and as symbolic for all Hindu culture as
Banaras. In this eloquent, wonderfully observed study, Diana Ek shows how the city, over the centuries, has become a lens through which the Hindu vision of the world is precisely focused. It reveals the spiritual and historical resonance of this sacred place, where large sages such as Buddha and Shankara are taught, where ashrams, palaces and universities were built, where
God was imagined and educated in thousands of ways. Eck describes the ordinances of his temples, the hectic life on his river banks, and the retooth of his festivals. Tells how people travel from all over India to Banaras for the privilege of dying a good death here, because they believe that on the banks of the Ganges River, where the atmosphere of devotion is impossible in its
power, it is possible to be released from this earthly circle forever. In her account of the city's sacred history, geography and art, its complex and thriving rituals, its myths and literature, and its importance to pilgrims and seekers, Diana Uses her wealth of scholarships to bring the tradition of the Hindu world to life to understand the meaning this sacred city holds for the millions of
believers who have come here for more than 2,500 years. Years.
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